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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dave Prager’s new book is a witty and
insightful account of two New Yorkers
meeting sixteen million Delhiites.

Delirious Delhi: Inside
India’s Incredible Capital
By Dave Prager

published by Arcade Publishing, an imprint of Skyhorse
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When the Big Apple no longer felt big enough, Dave Prager and his wife Jenny Steeves moved to
a city of sixteen million people—and, seemingly, twice that many horns honking at once.
Call them the New Delhi Yankees. In Delirious Delhi (June 2013, Arcade Publishing), Dave takes
readers through India’s capital as he and Jenny experienced it: isolated, overwhelmed, and loving
every minute of it. This book’s 416 pages (including 24 pages of color photos) offer hilarious
anecdotes, astute observations, and attempted comprehension about what they encountered,
ate, and stared at while stuck in traffic.
And in their telling, Delhi is truly delirious in every definition of the word: it’s ecstatic,
hallucinatory, mind-boggling, feverish, and vastly energizing—all at the same time.
Organized into twelve thematic chapters (like worklife, transportation, and food), Delirious Delhi
is perfect for expats and locals alike: it helps newcomers orient themselves to this intense and
amazing city, and it lets veterans see it through eyes that have never seen anything like it before.
FIRST A BLOG, NOW A BOOK
Shortly after moving to Delhi’s Hauz Khas Market neighborhood, Jenny started a blog about their
efforts to locate household necessities in the unfamiliar Delhi markets. The intention was to help
future Delhi-bound expats avoid the challenges she went through. They called the blog “Our
Delhi Struggle” to underscore the difficulty they had adjusting to their new home.
Things got easier, of course. The city started to make sense, the markets yielded pillows and salt
shakers, and the blog shifted to focus on Dave and Jenny’s enthusiasm for Delhi. But it was too
late to change its name, because the blog had gained a global following.
And the elements that made the blog so popular with expats and locals alike are magnified and
multiplied in Delirious Delhi’s vast, full-length narrative. It includes lessons like:
-

The secrets that every Delhiite already knows. This book shares the wisdom Dave
and Jenny observed by watching those around them. Like the key phrase for successfully
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negotiating a lower price with anyone; the single most persuasive word in the Hindi language;
and why a sidewalk chaiwallah is more powerful than a multinational CEO.

-

Why foreigners in Delhi behave as they do. Just as this book demystifies Delhi, so too does it
demystify the foreigners who visit it. Why do they find it so exciting to take autorickshaws? Why
do they scrutinize bottled water labels in restaurants? And why do they refuse to acknowledge
each other when they pass on the street? This book explains it.

-

The why’s of Delhi, as well as the what’s. More than just funny anecdotes (of which there are
plenty), this book tries to deduce why Delhi is as it is. This includes the economic incentives that
made the Blueline buses so deadly; why their maid hoarded their empty scotch bottles; and
which neighborhood will soon be the most prized real estate in all of Delhi.

-

The realities behind the stereotypes. Life in India was far different than the Western media
had prepared Dave and Jenny to expect. This book describes their biggest and most delightful
surprises—including why they were more stunned by a Saturday evening at India Gate than by
sunrise at the Taj Mahal.
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This book follows Dave and Jenny as they share whiskey with taxi drivers, journey from the skyscrapers in
Gurgaon to the villages outside Anoopshahr, experience the philosophical truth of jugaad, and eat way
too much dal makhani.
ABOUT DAVE PRAGER
Dave Prager was a typical copywriter working at a typical Madison Avenue advertising agency until fate
(and human resources) offered the opportunity of a lifetime: to spend a year-and-a-half working at the
agency’s office in Gurgaon.
Well, the opportunity of his lifetime, anyway. While many Americans would recoil with visions of
mosquito Armageddon and monkey pickpockets, Dave and Jenny leaped to spend the next 18 months
immersed in the cuisine of their dreams.
Dave and Jenny lived in Brooklyn, New York, for eight years prior to their shift in Delhi. They met in 1998
and married in 2005. After leaving India, they spent a year in Singapore before returning to the States to
start a family. They currently live in the San Francisco Bay Area, where they’re preparing their daughter
Georgiana for a love of baingan bharta and anxiously awaiting her to be old enough for a 20-hour flight
to Delhi.
To schedule an interview with Dave Prager, please contact Oleg Lyubner at Skyhorse Publishing:
OLyubner@skyhorsepublishing.com or 212-643-6816 ext. 229.
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